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Student Learning and 
Staff Teaching

Mental and Psychological Aspects

A Co-curricular and Service Learning (CSL) Course titled Mental 

Health Preparation for Teaching and Related Disciplines offers basic 

training and hands-on experience in some mental health issues 

among students. Developed in collaboration with the Mental Health 

Association Hong Kong (MHAHK), this course examines theories of 

self-development and self-esteem. Students analyse the factors that 

have helped to form them and develop a plan to aid personal growth. 

Students are then trained as Mental Health First Aiders equipped with 

basic skills to handle children who require emergency mental health 

assistance and support.

Problem-based activities and class discussions focus on theory; 

students use a reflective journal to analyse individual factors of 

growth and formulate an action plan for self-development. Then, 

group discussions, projects, interactive field observations and site 

visits are used to address the practical part of the course. Students visit 

community centres for mental wellness, halfway houses, sheltered 

workshops and social enterprises to understand community services 

for mental health and the importance of social integration. Students 

also gained valuable practical experiences and skills during visits. As 

one Year-3 student reported, “The most meaningful and interesting 

part of this course is there are lots of visits. I could find out more 

about mental health patients in daily life; it really increased my interest 

and knowledge about Psychology.” Another Year-3 BEd student 

commented, “Mental health is a very serious problem in Hong Kong; I 

have now learned more about how to seek professional help and it’s 

really useful for teaching in the future.” 

Training Mental Health First Aiders - 
Mental Health Preparation for Teaching and Related Disciplines

Ms Christine TANG（鄧巧孺女士）, Department of Psychology

Interactive games - Hearing voices.

Service time - handicraft making.

Photo by Mr CHEUNG An Yu（張晏如同學）, Master of Arts in Music Education
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Immersing in a Special School to Understand the SEN Students - 
The Special School Placement Scheme (SSPS)

The Special School Placement Scheme (SSPS) was first 

implemented by the Department of Special Education 

and Counselling (SEC) in 2015. The SSPS is a non-credit 

bearing non-formal learning activity. In 2016, around 30 

undergraduate students participated in SSPS and spent 

two to three weeks in a special school. The scheme 

provided students with the opportunity to observe the 

implementation of the whole school approach, interact with 

various professionals (i.e., speech therapists, social workers, 

occupational therapists and nurses) and co-teach with a 

mentoring teacher at a special school. Students interviewed 

their mentoring teachers and obtained feedback on their 

performance in the special school. At the end of SSPS, 

students exchanged stories on their learning experience 

with other students in a sharing session. The Department 

also collected student’s reflections on the learning 

experience and compiled them into a testimonials booklet.

Over a three week period, students learned more about the 

culture of the special schools that they worked for and the 

characteristics  of  students with special educational needs. 

In addition to teaching students, the teachers  in special 

schools  needed to pay special  attention to student  safety, 

growth and development. Some of our students  gained 

practical experience in feeding  those with eating 

disorders.  Some students learned to observe the emotional 

expressions of autistic children and carry out interventions 

before outbursts of temper could occur. 

Students developed teaching strategies for those with special 

educational needs, such as how to use videos and games for 

autistic students as well as how to manage class discipline for 

Attention Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) students. 

Perhaps most importantly, students were reminded of the 

traits, namely, patience, passion and concern for their students 

that would prepare them to become good teachers.

Dr Savio WONG（黃蔚皓博士）, Department of Special Education and Counselling

Students exchanged their learning experiences in a sharing session.
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The Centre for Special Educational Needs and Inclusive Education (CSENIE) is 

pleased to receive the donation from The Swire Charitable Trust for the project 

‘Supporting Unit for Special Educational Needs’(SuSEN), in which a unit is set 

up to provide clinical support and training to students with special educational 

needs and their families. It aims to enable all EdUHK students to understand 

people with special educational needs and provides first-hand experience to 

pre-service teachers at EdUHK.

Apart from providing school-based or centre-based training to children with 

special educational needs and their parents, SuSEN also provides additional 

training experiences to UGC-funded students studying in the special education 

programme at EdUHK. Different cohorts of courses are organised for pre-service 

teachers and integrated with practice opportunities. These courses aim to 

empower participants with the necessary knowledge and skills of SEN in catering 

for diverse learning needs. Participants will examine the related intervention 

strategies via interactive service-learning activities and learn how to provide 

learning support to children with special needs in SuSEN and some assigned 

workplaces. They are also expected to collaborate with SuSEN professionals and 

think critically on the teaching and learning issues involved for children and 

people with special educational needs.

In two major SuSEN enrichment courses, entitled Drama Intervention and Play 

Intervention, more than 60 UGC-funded students were involved in the courses and 

gained extra learning experiences. 

The Drama Intervention course was held from November 2016 to March 2017. 

Participating students could be empowered with the knowledge to cater to the 

diverse learning needs of the SEN participants. Story-telling, music appreciation, 

role-playing, dancing and practising body language are some of the examples 

in the Drama Intervention workshops. Through these activities, students could 

learn approaches for spiritual enhancement as well as psychological relief.

In addition to the Drama Intervention, the Play Intervention was also held from 

November 2016 to March 2017. The training sessions of the course include 

theoretical and practical experiments and activity designs. Students could 

examine intervention strategies via play-based activities and learn how to provide 

learning support to children with special needs and collaborate with SuSEN 

professionals to think critically on the teaching and learning issues involved for 

children and people with special educational needs.

SuSEN Supporting SEN Students and Their Families

Ms Jessie FUNG（馮桂儀女士）, Centre for Special Educational Needs and Inclusive Education

A public drama performance with an NGO 
in Tai Po. 

SuSEN located in Tseung Kwan O Study Centre began supporting and consulting 
services in October 2016.

Eight sessions of training practice were offered 
to students in SuSEN.
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Developing Leadership in Sports

Mr SUEN Tze Wei（孫子為同學）, Year 4 student of Bachelor of 
Science Education (Honours) (Sports Science)

Given my good academic performance in the EdUHK Associate 

Degree, I was offered a direct year-3 entry in the Bachelor of Science 

Education (Honours) (Sports Science) programme in September 

2015. Before entering EdUHK, I had no talent in sports. Studying was 

my only goal.

However, I was asked by a classmate to try woodball because it was 

a new probation sport team set up by Mr Hon in the Department of 

Health and Physical Education. I tried the game once and fell in love 

with it. Beliefs, techniques and skill in terms of the social, physical 

and psychological aspects affected my mind to practise well. I have 

great enthusiasm for woodball, and has represented EdUHK to place 

Third Runner-up at the University Sports Federation of Hong Kong 

Woodball Competition in March 2016. Later, I was selected to be the 

representative of the Hong Kong team for the Fifth World University 

Woodball Championship and became the champion. 

If I were not the woodball captain in 2014 and 2015, I would not have 

learned how to organise an overseas visit to Taiwan with our team. If 

I had not joined the woodball team, I would never have represented 

HKSAR and participated in an international sports competition. My 

mind, beliefs and values were totally enhanced by the woodball team. 

We cried together when we lost and we roared together when we 

won. Education is not only attained through the academic context 

but also in sports team coaching education.  

If you want to have a meaningful and colourful university life, I 

encourage you to join a sports team.

Physical Aspects
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In addition to studying, the University management is also 

aware of the need to provide an environment for students 

to enhance their physical health. The Physical Fitness Room 

located on Lower Podium Floor of the Amenities and Sports 

Complex offers induction trainings throughout the academic 

year for students and staff members of the University interested 

in using our equipment for daily physical fitness training 

and exercise. Classes are conducted in Cantonese, Mandarin 

Fitness en Marche - Physical Fitness Induction Training

Mr LEE Siu Cheung Albert（李紹昌先生）, Estates Office

and English to cater to the diverse needs of participants. 

Since September 2016, almost 500 students and staff 

have attended our fitness room induction classes, which 

have enabled successful attendees to use fitness facilities 

independently upon completion of the class.  

When I became a member of the University’s Fencing Team, 

my university life changed for the better. The Fencing Team is 

not simply one of the sports teams in the University. Instead, 

it is another family of mine. We put the same faith in the 

team and we follow it to reach our goals.

As a member of the team for years, I have found my values 

and I am excited at the prospect of achieving more in the 

foreseeable future. I took the responsibility in leading the 

whole team as the captain very seriously. Being captain 

helps to foster my critical thinking skills and teaches me to 

appreciate others. My thoughts and character have risen to 

a higher level. 

Since we started the overseas training camps four years 

ago, my horizons have been broadened as I sparred with 

other fencers. My technical and tactical skills have improved 

considerably, and I have no doubts that joining the Fencing 

Team is the best decision I have ever made. 

Personal Development in Sports Teams

Ms LAU Yuet Man（劉悅雯同學）, Year 5 student of Bachelor of Education (Honours) 
(Chinese Language)
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Historical, Social and Global Aspects

Students worked with the Salt and Light Preservation to launch 
an exhibition display on “Heart and Thoughtfulness of the Salt” in 
Yim Tin Tsai village.

Digitalising the Historical Memories - Encountering Museums

Dr LO Wai Yin（羅慧燕博士）, Department of Education Policy and Leadership

“Encountering Museums” worked with Salt and Light Preservation to 

launch the exhibition “Heart and Thoughtfulness of the Salt – 鹽心

鹽意 ”in Yim Tin Tsai village, Sai Kung. Students identified meaningful 

objects, generated QR codes at the site and collaborated on different 

assignments. Salt and Light Preservation introduced the history 

of the village. Andrew Lam, curator of the Museum explained the 

exhibition design. A total of 33 students camped overnight in Yim Tin 

Tsai village and used different media tools to make sense of museum 

exhibitions and visits. Furthermore, 26 QR codes were created and 

displayed. Since then, “Heart and Thoughtfulness of the Salt – 鹽心鹽

意 ” has been set up near the salt field of Yim Tin Tsai village. The course 

helped students explore how people represent and value memories. 

They also learned to use different media tools to shape knowledge 

and experience. Through the visit, our students were exposed to 

museum practices such as storage, conservation and management 

of heritage materials. Their understanding of the influence of new 

digital and electronic media on such practices was also enriched.
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The ‘Germany Historical and Cultural Study Tour’ is a student-

centred tour of 19 people to Germany from 2 to 18 August 

2016. Starting in Berlin, the tour included Hamburg, Bremen, 

and Cologne before ending at Munich. The tour was organised 

by a student committee and the students decided the tour 

objectives, promotion and interviews, and meetings.

The team was divided into four groups based on the four 

cities they would visit. Group leaders managed group tasks 

with members, which included arranging transportation, 

reserving admission tickets, leading the debriefing session 

after the site visit and other necessary logistics in the cities.

Ms Vivian Tam（譚佩瑩同學）, a Year 2 student of the 

BEd (Music) programme and a member of the Student 

Organising Committee, shared that the students needed 

two semesters to prepare the tour, and believed  that the 

students had become more mature and learned about their 

strengths and weaknesses. 

Students-centred Tour - 2016 Germany Historical and Cultural Study Tour

Mr LI Chin Wa（李展華先生）, Department of Education Policy and Leadership

To learn more about the tour, please visit
https://youtu.be/bhVwm9jP9HQ

Teams visited the Musical Instrument Museum in Berlin, and 

watched street performances. “I am now totally conscious of 

Germany’s passion for music. As a student in a music major, getting 

this inspiration from Germany tour, I think HK can do more to 

cultivate our musical sense!” said Vivian.

Visiting the Jewish Museum in Berlin and Dachau Concentration 

camp in Munich was “not something they could have learned by 

just reading the textbook,” students said. 
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Rooting the Life Education in Chinese Culture - 
Chinese Culture-based Life Education Project

Mr NG Chun Chiu（吳振釗先生）, Centre for Religious and Spirituality Education(CRSE)

「返本開新，安身立命：植根中華文化的生命教育」計劃

Students visited the Taiwan National Palace Museum.

Students attending the seal craving workshop conducted by the principal 
of a local Taiwan School.

This project is sponsored by the Fung Sun Kwan Chinese Arts 

Foundation（馮燊均國學基金會）led by Prof John Chi-Kin 

Lee and CRSE colleagues. The aim of the project is to broaden 

the horizons of our undergraduates in the field of Chinese 

culture and life education by reading traditional classics 

and overseas study tours. During the study tour in Taiwan, 

students visited local schools and observed life education 

classes conducted by experienced teachers. Students also 

visited cultural heritage sites such as the Temple of Confucius. 

The tour gave students insights into Chinese culture and life 

education. Students’ Service Learning experience was also 

included in this project. With the supervision of EdUHK tutors, 

students grouped together to organise various Chinese culture 

learning activities and engage in the school and community 

setting. Students gained experience in learning, teaching and 

assessment of Life Education and Chinese Culture, enabling 

them to become more proficient in delivering Life Education 

and Chinese Culture pedagogical contents to youth in their 

teaching career.
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Documenting Life Histories of People in Communities -
Reportage and Oral History Writing in Chinese

Dr LI Yuen Mei Fanny（李婉薇博士）, Department of Literature and Cultural Studies
Dr FUNG Chi Wang（馮志弘博士）, Department of Literature and Cultural Studies
Mr CHAN Chak Lam（陳澤霖同學）, Year 3 student of Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Language Studies[BA(Lang Studies)]

Report and oral history are essential means to record people’s 

stories and society issues. This Co-curricular and Service 

Learning (CSL) course “Reportage and Oral History Writing 

in Chinese” integrates three elements including academic 

knowledge training, activity approach and community 

service participation. In this course, students meet the 

elderly to build up relationships and conduct interviews after 

participating in lectures on writing skills in related genres and 

communication skills in elderly care. Furthermore, students 

will participate in two meaningful activities, “Revisit to an Old 

Site” and “Cemetery Tour”. The latter will bring elements of life 

education to the course.

By recording the life stories of the elderly in Hong Kong, 

students can gradually build up their ability in writing reports 

and oral histories in Chinese and community giving, benefit 

from the experience and character of the elderly and establish a 

positive outlook on life. All these experiences will be beneficial 

to students’ whole person development.

One of the course participants, Mr Chan Chak Lam from 

BA(Lang Studies), said that this course did not only help him 

develop his writing ability and communication skills, but also 

inspired him to reflect on how to care for different people in 

need in our society. “When I interviewed the elderly, I noticed 

that most of our interviewees had gone through many challenges 

and problems which require different attitudes and strategies to 

tackle. I finally noticed that our interview is more than just sorting 

out and recalling their memories. It serves a documentation 

of their life - what they had done in their life are beneficial and 

meaningful to themselves, their families and society,” Chan said.

Students visited a community centre of the partnered organisation 
“The Ladder Mission” in Tung Chung. The person in charge of the 
centre tried to get familiar with students through a game.

Chan’s interviewee and his groupmates.
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Reaching Out to Disadvantaged Hong Kong Citizens - 
Experiential Learning Enhancing Student’s Social and Environmental 
Awareness

Ms LEE Ching Jane（李晶女士）, Department of Social Sciences

The Department of Social Sciences collaborated with the 

Hong Kong Council of Social Service to organise a series 

of community outreach activities for our students. These 

outreach activities aimed to enhance students’ social and 

environmental awareness by interacting with different people 

such as the recipients of Comprehensive Social Security 

Assistance (CSSA) Scheme, low-wage workers, residents of 

rooftop housing, the Pakistani community, urban farmers 

and operators of social enterprise. These outreach activities 

extended student learning beyond the classroom setting and 

broadened their perspectives on different social issues.  For 

example, the wildfire vegan cooking experience in the Natural 

Network camp site facilitated students to critically reflect on 

their urban lifestyles. The dialogue with environmentalist Mr 

Mok Ho-kwong (“Wild Man”) also offered inspiration and tips 

for students to live a simpler and less materialistic life.

Students reconnecting with nature through wildfire 
cooking in a social enterprise “Natural Network”.

Students interacting with Pakistanis in a social enterprise 
“Kung Yung Koon-Shabnam” in Kwai Chung.

Ms DU Junge（杜浚歌同學）, Year 3 PhD student

To Russia with Love -International Outreach Study Programme

In 2015, I was fortunate to join the International Outreach 

Study Programme to Russia. During the trip, together with 

other participants, we visited the Faculty of Sociology of 

Moscow State University and Sholokhov Moscow State 

University for the Humanities in Moscow and Saint Petersburg 

State University of Economics in Saint Petersburg. 

We gained many insights by engaging in various intellectual 

and cultural exchange activities, including academic 

communication with local RPg students and scholars 

(e.g. presentation, lectures, seminars and campus tour), 

sightseeing as well as cultural visits. 

The meetings and group activities we attended gave us 

the opportunity to exchange ideas on better development 

of learning efficiency and to discuss our shared vision for 

enhancing communication between universities. Thanks to 

the generous hospitality and consideration from the three 

universities during our stay there, we were able to visit their 

campuses and have close encounters with local teachers and 

students, thereby enabling us to further understand their 

culture and lifestyle.
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In addition to our participation in the outstanding 

programmes, we also visited many famous local tourist 

attractions, for instance, Red Square in Moscow, the Kremlin, 

St. Basil’s Cathedral and the Winter Palace. Like other travellers, 

we went there to see the architectural wonders. However, 

more attractive than the buildings were the exquisite artistic 

achievements and religious culture. We were highly engaged 

with the excellent artistic works.

By visiting these renowned universities and historical sites, 

we broadened our international perspectives, enriched our 

experiences of different teaching models and obtained a 

deeper understanding of different cultural traditions and 

life philosophies. The shared experiences from this trip also 

enhanced the friendship between the participants. 

I would like to express my sincere thanks to the Graduate 

School for providing us with such a wonderful opportunity.  

Without its thoughtful arrangement, we would have been 

unable to have such a delightful trip in Russia and gain much 

personal satisfaction far more than we expected. The Russia 

tour was truly one of most memorable experiences in my life. 

Cultural exchange between students in Hong Kong and Russia.



To contribute to students’ learning and 

development in the aspect of global perspectives 

(GILOs 7.1-4), GCA has been providing an array 

of non-formal learning opportunities.  With the 

aim of meeting the demands and aspirations of 

different students, the Office’s student exchange 

programmes, short-term study visits and various 

on-campus integration activities/ initiatives 

advocate the interactions of different cultures 

and promote student awareness and recognition 

of global and regional issues.  Since 2014/15, the 

University has collaborated with Beijing Normal 

University (BNU) to offer the Enriched Student 

Exchange Programme to enhance students’ 

non-local learning experience. Under the BNU-

EdUHK agreement, every year up to 20 EdUHK 

students would have the opportunity to learn from 

renowned scholars and gain valuable exposure to 

local field experience in Beijing.  Thereafter special 

partnership agreements of a similar nature have 

been made and implemented with East China 

Normal University and Peking University. After 

taking part in the programmes or events, students 

are requested to provide comments and reflection 

on the experience. The comments are positive and 

the students highly treasure these opportunities 

during their study at EdUHK.
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Enriching Learning Experience via Exploration in Non-local Contexts

Greater China Affairs Office (GCA)

Staff and students celebrated the Mid-Autumn Festival at the Cultural Showcase 
on 14 September 2016.

Last December, EdUHK students had an unforgettable winter break during the 
short-term study programme at Northeast Normal University. 



International Office

Developing Global Perspectives
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Students are strongly encouraged to participate in the 

SEP(I) in our 80+ international partner network located in 

23 countries worldwide. The opportunity enables students 

to experience new perspectives at both academic and 

socio-cultural levels. Such perspectives have an important 

role in whole person development. In addition to 

broadening horizons, overseas learning experience enriches 

students’ communication skills, both in language proficiency 

and interpersonal capacities. Self-confidence and personal 

independence are also enhanced during the journey overseas. 

Beautiful autumn and friendship among exchange 
students at Dongguk University, Korea.

Promoting EdUHK at University of Wollongong, Australia.

The International Office has been organising various 

activities that contribute to the areas of student learning 

and development. These non-formal learnings include 

life-changing Student Exchange Programmes, Summer 

Study and Cultural Programmes @ Partner Institutions 

Overseas, study visits and other campus-wide activities 

etc. EdUHK students could experience different cultures 

first hand by participating in these prgorammes.

i.Student Exchange Programmes [International (SEP(I)]

Bonding in the snow for exchange students at 
Lulea University of Technology, Sweden.
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Explore Australia and meet new friends around the world 
(Summer Exchange in Australia).

Greetings in a very Korean way (Summer Exchange in Korea).

Service Learning -
Leadership Enhancement and Development (LEAD) Programme

Leadership & Service Learning Section, Student Affairs Office

LEAD participants conducted house renovation work in 
Banepa of Nepal.

LEAD participants served the local community and exchanged with 
local villagers in Sri Lanka.

In addition to the regular student exchange 

programmes, students also may opt to join the summer 

programmes organised by our partner institutions. 

These summer programmes provide students with 

an exceptional opportunity to combine quality 

learning with an unforgettable summer experience. 

Undergraduate students of different cultural backgrounds 

can immerse themselves in a multicultural environment to 

learn from each other in lectures, cultural excursions and 

in-depth discussions on specific issues around the globe. 

The LEAD Programme creates opportunities for students 

to serve needy communities in developing countries. The 

challenging services and living environments enhance 

students’ leadership capacities, cultural competencies 

and generic skills. In 2015/16, 207 students took part in 

community services in Cambodia, India, Laos, Mongolia, 

Sri Lanka or Vietnam for a duration of two or four weeks.

  

To ensure quality learning, all participants were required to undergo 

a comprehensive series of pre-tour training, writing of learning 

journals during the service tour, writing of the post-tour reflection, 

delivering post-tour presentations, joining the focus group 

interviews and completing pre- and post-tour questionnaires. 

A leadership development path is also created by recruiting of 

outstanding former participants as mentors to prepare and lead the 

tours for fellow students. In 2016/17, debriefing, communication 

and counselling skills were added to mentor training.

ii.Summer Study and Cultural Programmes @ Partner Institutions Overseas (SP@PI)



Artistic and Creative Aspects
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Drama Extending the Potential

Dr Teresa NG（吳翠珊博士）, Department of Curriculum and Instruction

A wide range of activities enhancing students’ whole person development via 
drama were conducted during the lesson.

“Implementation of Whole Person Development 

through Drama”「透過戲劇實踐全人教育」, from the 

Department of Curriculum and Instruction aims to 

enhance whole person development via drama and 

related services by using five perspectives: creative 

thinking skills, communication skills, collaboration 

skills, independent and critical thinking skills, and 

intrapersonal skills. The course enhances self-

awareness and allows students to develop their 

potential in these five abilities.  

The course uses creativity exercises on sensitivity, 

fluency, and flexibility ; theatre exercises on 

speech, voice and body movement; service 

learning by working at the Hong Kong Creative 

Drama Festival; and experiential learning, by 

visiting a local school and attending a drama 

workshop organised by local artists. 

Students extend their experience beyond the 

classroom-based curriculum and achieve a total 

learning experience, thereby developing the skills 

and competencies required for the services. They 

enhanced their whole person development and 

personal growth in all the five perspectives via 

activities outside the classroom. 
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Ms CHAN Mei King Elsa（陳美琼女士）, Department of Cultural and Creative Arts (CCA)

Empowering Student Learning through Concert Series - 
MUSES – MUsic Skills Enhancement Scheme

The MUsic Skills Enhancement Scheme (MUSES) serves as a comprehensive umbrella platform to 

empower student learning in music by active participation and experience in music-making and 

stage performances. Through the incentive and aid of learn-outcomes-linking among different 

courses, all music students are required to participate in different activities under the MUSES 

Scheme. Students practice and showcase their music performance along with other learning 

outcomes. Students will be invited to collaborate and manage the concert organisation from the 

preparation stage to on-show performance. The propram is a unique opportunity for students to 

learn the required organisation, administration, networking, promotion, execution and logistics 

to realise a performance from first-hand experience. The process helps to nurture students’ 

communication and leadership skills to achieve the artistic outcomes, thereby preparing them 

for their future professional career and performance opportunities in different settings. 

All CCA Music students were required to take part in activities under the MUSES. 

Admission to all MUSES concerts was free. The Concert Series is a regular music performance 

event that features performances, seminars, workshops, and demonstrations by visiting artists, 

staff and students and has been a regular event on the EdUHK campus. The Performance Groups 

were structured as a course requirement for specific programmes. 
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MUSES – MUsic Skills Enhancement Scheme.

Photo by Miss CHAN Chau Yim（陳秋艷同學）, Bachelor of Education (Honours)  (Music)
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Ms HE Yang Sunnie（何暘女士）, Department of Cultural and Creative Arts (CCA)

Expressing Thoughts by Creating Images - The Creative Image Room

The Creative Image Room (TCIR) is a community arts and education project co-organised 

by the Department of Cultural and Creative Arts and Canon Hong Kong. The project aims 

to inspire Hong Kong local students to greater awareness of the possible choices they can 

make by creating images based on their own interpretation and evaluation of the world 

around them. TCIR aspires to empower students to express their thoughts through images 

and to engage in meaningful dialogue about specific issues within their community.

The TCIR project provided comprehensive opportunities and experiences in teaching 

and learning to the Bachelor of Education (Visual Arts) [BEd(VA)] students. The project 

had an effect on how the student teachers viewed their arts education, how they 

approached their arts studies, as well as how they would use the information and 

technology they learned in their everyday lives.  Therefore, the project serves as a 

useful source for student teachers’ work in creativity and arts education in the future.



Project Feedback (Quotations from 3 Student Teachers, all from BEd VA programme) 
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The Creative Image Room Project.

Miss Lau Sze Wing, Cwing（劉詩穎同學）Year 5 student 
This is a frontline experience to let me realise the challenges and results from the fusion 
of photography and regular curriculum. I learned a lot when I “taught” in school and I 
was inspired by the photography-related productions and students’ creativity. What I 
have gained most from this project was experiences of integrating photography and a 
school-based curriculum.

Miss Chan Ho Wai, Grace（陳可為同學）Graduated in 2016 
Students’ experience through light painting, collage, scanning image and so on, exposed 
them to the ultimate space and creativity of imagery which is beyond the rigid form of an 
image. As a prospective visual arts teacher, I recognise the significance of a systematic 
and coherent way of thinking in our teaching, with the use of creative media. Our 
discussion on teaching strategies, students’ learning habits and the effectiveness of our 
teaching yielded considerable results.

Miss Cho Hoi Yu, Apple（曹海茹同學）Graduated in 2015
The TCIR project provided a good opportunity for me to cooperate with 
teachers and EdU schoolmates. We explored how to combine photography 
and visual arts together and inspire students’ creativity. I find that 
photography can express ideas and become a visual element. In fact, it can 
also enhance my own teaching experiences.
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Scientific and Technological Aspects 

Miss TAI On Yi Tammy（戴安怡小姐）, Department of Mathematics and Information Technology (MIT)

STEM Education – Developing Student Entrepreneurship

More than 40 participants experienced both excitement and pressure as fresh entrepreneurs 

during the first Startup Weekend held in EdUHK.

Under the theme of STEM Education, the participants pitched their business ideas among the 

group, voted for the best eight and formed a startup team to work on each of the selected ideas 

in the evening of the first day.  Each team then developed the idea further in the following 

two days.  By using advice and comments from the ten invited coaches who were founders 

of their companies, as well as the synergy between teammates, the ideas were transformed 

into concrete business plans and presented in the closing evening.  The group of passionate 

youth demonstrated strong awareness of different needs in the field of education and made 

innovative business solutions to satisfy the needs; these efforts exceeded the expectations 

of the four judges that included senior managers and experienced entrepreneurs.

The participating EdUHK students were glad to have such a fruitful business startup 

experience that provided practical solutions to enhance STEM education with their 

ambitions and beliefs.

Teammates working hard on developing business plan.

i.  Startup Weekend @ EdUHK, 24-26 February 2017
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Judge Ms Xania Wong, Founder and CEO of JOBDOH, giving feedbacks 
after the final presentation.

Teams and Judge Ms Renée Boey, Founder and Educational 
Director of Baker & Bloom.

With funding supported by International and Regional 

Learning Enhancement Fund by International and Greater 

China Affairs Committee (IGCAC), a STEM Exchange 

Tour to Taipei, Taiwan was held from 17 to 20 April 2017. 

Fifteen students of BEd(Mathematics), BEd(Information 

Communication Technology), and BScEd(Science and 

Web Technology) participated in the tour. During the tour, 

participants visited University of Taipei, The Affiliated High 

School of National Chengchi University, and a number of IT 

companies.  The tour deepened the students’ understanding 

on the necessity of STEM education. Their horizons were 

also broadened by such an exchange of experiences, which 

facilitated their pedagogical knowledge and planning of 

learning activities in STEM education.

Participants visited XYZ Printing, Inc., which produces different state-
of-the-art 3D printers and robotics products.

Participants visited the headquarters of Synology, Inc. And the 
laboratories to witness how they conduct testing and quality control 
on their products.

ii.  Creating Partnership in IT - STEM Exchange Tour to Taiwan Organised by MIT
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Miss YAN Wai Yee（殷慧兒小姐）, Department of Science and Environmental Studies

Enhancing Environmental Awareness - 
BA(EfS) Spring 2016 Adventure Camp

To strengthen the ability of the BA(Education for 

Suitability) [BA(EfS)] students as stated in the Generic 

Intended Learning Outcomes and Programme Intended 

Learning Outcomes, a two-day adventure camp was held 

by the BA(EfS) Programme Committee on 17–18 March 

2017 at the Chong Hing Water Sports Centre, Sai Kung. 

The wild camp setting with a series of sustainability-

themed experiential activities, including mass games, 

wild cooking, camp-fires and “Eco-hunt”, was well 

received by the 27 student participants and 8 senior 

students who hosted those activities as mentors. In 

the post-activity evaluation, most students agreed that 

their social interaction skills and sense of environmental 

awareness were enhanced further.

Junior students setting up their tents under the instruction of the student mentors.

Students preparing their dinner using the cook set and 
barbecue pit.
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Solving Problems by Trial and Error - Design Thinking Workshop

Mr LEE Ho Samuel（李浩先生）, Department of Asian and Policy Studies 

For an undergraduate course, “Methods for Inquiry”, a design 

thinking workshop was conducted as part of the formal course. 

During the workshop, students took a “Marshmallow Challenge”. 

They were divided into teams and each team had to build the 

highest possible tower using 20 sticks of spaghetti, 1 yard of 

tape, 1 yard of string and 1 marshmallow. A requirement was 

that the marshmallow had to “stand” at the top of the tower 

by itself. The winning team used the “trial and error” method 

and made many attempts to attach the marshmallow to the 

structure as they built it. 

One fundamental principle of design thinking is that when 

one crafts a new solution to any problem, one has to do so 

by “trial and error” before coming up with a workable solution. 

The concept sounds simple but unfortunately has been 

marginalised because in the conventional education system, 

students have been trained to provide a correct answer for 

anything after only one attempt. Students managed to “recall” 

the concept after the game. Students taking a “Marshmallow Challenge”.
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Student Group-driven Experiences

Ms LAU Ka Wai（劉嘉慧同學）, Year 5 student of Bachelor of Education (Honours) (Early Childhood Education)
Ms LEUNG Sau Kam（梁秀金同學）, Year 5 student of Bachelor of Education (Honours) (Early Childhood Education)

Organising Voluntary Work with Kindergartens -
Early Childhood Education Students’ Association (ECESA)

ECESA Inauguration Ceremony 2012.

This is our final year of study in the Bachelor of Education 

(Honours) Early Childhood Education Programme. Being 

cabinet members of The 10th Early Childhood Education 

Students’ Association (ECESA) has been one of our most 

precious learning experiences.

Organising voluntary work with kindergartens taught us 

the importance of clarity in communication, as well as 

ways to initiate interactions and maintain relationships. The 

kindergartens had to be kept up to date with volunteer 

recruitment news, and we needed to be creative in recruiting 

participants. We set up booths in various places and tried 

contacting them directly to encourage recruitments. By 

working closely with kindergarten teachers and principals, 

we experienced dealing with unforeseeable safety issues 

using calm and professional judgment, as well as solving problems 

reasonably and ethically. Furthermore, we organised different 

activities for our students such as paper-cutting classes, a T-shirt 

designing competition, orientation camps and a dinner gathering. 

We had to consider the time and venues for the events carefully as 

well as our members’ interests. We also established close ties with 

class representatives across different year of studies to collect their 

opinions effectively.

These learning experiences have helped prepare us for our future 

teaching careers.
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Mr HUNG Ming Lung（孔銘隆同學）, Year 1 student of Bachelor of Education 
(Honours) (Chinese Language) (Five-year Full-time) Programme; President of Chinese Language Student Association 

Maximizing Personal Growth by Taking a Leading Role - 
Chinese Language Student Association (CLSA)

Oath-taking ceremony during inauguration ceremony.

Chinese Language Student Association.

As the President of CLSA, I have gained many opportunities 

to facilitate my personal development through co-curricular 

and non-formal learning activities. In the inauguration 

ceremony, for example, I was responsible for inviting guests 

and giving a warm welcome speech to the guests. All of 

these valuable experiences were new to me, and should 

be considered challenges that enhanced my social and 

communication skills.

The allocation of duties among my members was another 

challenge because I must consider precisely the tasks I am 

allocating to ensure that the event ran smoothly. Strong 

leadership is needed to lead my members. It has been my 

pleasure and honour to serve as the President of CLSA. I am 

looking forward to the new challenges ahead, and expect to 

see further improvement over the coming year.
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Developing Students’ Leadership in Civic Responsibilities

Association of General and Liberal Studies (AGLS)

Outstanding Youth of Tai Po (Open Category) (2016/17).President’s Commendation Scheme Award (2015/16).

Mr So Ka Chun, Carson（蘇家俊同學）, Graduate of Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Liberal Studies 

Education (2015/16); President of AGLS (2013/14); Recipient of President’s Commendation Scheme Award 

(2015/16); Recipient of Outstanding Youth of Tai Po (Open Category) (2016/17)

As the President of AGLS in 2013/14, I was responsible for organising academic and non-

academic activities for BEd(P)-GS, BEd(LS) and BA(LSE) students. Through joining the activities 

organised by AGLS, such as “Democracy Talk” and “City Forum”, my knowledge and awareness 

toward social issues were cultivated. It inspired me to not only join voluntary works as 

a participant, but also as a mentor to my juniors. My contributions have been recognised 

through my being awarded the Outstanding Youth of Tai Po (Open Category) in 2016/17 and 

President’s Commendation Scheme Award in 2015/16. I am now further studying on PGDE(P)

GS and wish to continue influencing others through education.

The AGLS was established in 2010.  It has organised various activities for their student members to 

enhance peers’ relationships and synergy. The members have also participated actively in events/

schemes organised by the Department of Science and Environmental Studies that broadened their 

exposure to non-formal learning experiences.

Students participated as EdU Eco-garden 
Farmers.

Promoting and organising the plastic recycling 
scheme.

The booth of AGLS on registration day.
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Ms CAO Yuan（曹苑同學）, Year 3 PhD student 

PhD Student Extending the Potentials– the Summer School Challenge

Non-formal learning activities are highly enriching and 

build an individual’s skills and capacities. The experience of 

being the chairperson of the Organising Committee (OC) 

members  in International Postgraduate Roundtable and 

Research Forum cum Summer School 2016 has not only 

developed my potential but has also built my confidence 

and leadership skills.

The first value I realised is the importance of effective 

time management and the significance of being a strong 

networker to connect with others. The organisation 

committee members were recruited from universities 

all over the world and the tasks were distributed to 

each member. This process resulted in the problem of 

different geographical regions and time differences. 

Hence, to ensure the progress of the event organising, 

Skype was used to hold OC virtual meetings regularly 

and concurrent working groups were established. 

My initial nervousness and shyness were overcome after 

I chaired OC meetings several times. At the same time, 

my confidence was built by interactions and receiving 

the feedback from other OC members, peers and advisory 

committees. Moreover, my sense of autonomy and 

independence was enhanced. We recognised ourselves 

as chief leaders of the whole event and made important 

decisions independently. My ability to analyse and solve 

problems strategically was well cultivated.

As chairperson, I gained my realisations beyond being a 

PhD student. Compared to individual research work, team 

work needs good cooperation.  Team work also raises every 

member’s sense of responsibility and intercultural skills. 

Making all members feel valued could motivate them to 

complete the tasks well. Furthermore, being a good listener is 

also a necessity because it strengthens the team spirit.

My experience of being the chairperson strongly 

proved that whole person development is a progressive 

process by which the intellectual, physical, professional, 

psychological, social and spiritual capacities of an 

individual can be enhanced holistically. 

The OC members of Summer School  2016.
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Students’ Union Editorial Board

Nurturing Team Spirit - Students’ Union Editorial Board

To us, being a part of the Editorial Board has been an absolutely 

brilliant and precious experience. We have acquired an 

abundant variety of skills. First, we learned to understand 

the importance of sincere listening. We also understood how 

to promote effective communication among teammates. 

In times of internal conflict, we try to analyse the situation 

from other perspectives and seek a solution together in 

compromise. These are leadership qualities that can only 

be gained through real life experience instead of reading 

books or classroom study. Serving as the Editorial Board also 

extended our circle of acquaintances.
The 24th  Students’ Union Editorial Board election.

Others Aspects

Developing Multiple Competence - Intensive Language Summer Camp

Mr WONG Chun Cheung（黃俊璋先生）, Centre for Language in Education

The Intensive Language Summer Camp in the Bachelor of 

Arts in Language Studies [BA(Lang Studies)] Programme is 

a mandatory non-credit bearing activity that aims to boost 

students’ confidence and readiness in using the target 

languages, English and Putonghua.  

The Summer Camp takes place around the onset of summer 

after the end of Year One. Through three weeks of intensive 

language learning activities, including interactive language 

activity sessions, various local visits and purposefully designed 

workshops, students can experience an active language 

learning environment wherein they can interact with their 

peers, international tutors, camp coordinators and guest 

tutors on various topics and issues and practise their English 

and Putonghua in a supporting and interesting environment. 

These activities will not only help students gain a deeper 

understanding of language in different contexts, but also 

provide them with considerable opportunities to enhance 

their whole person development.

For example, students are formed into groups and lead a 

language activity for the rest of the participants. Through 

discussions on the theme and materials with the international 

tutors, students can build up their cooperation and 

collaboration skills. Conducting purposeful activities will also 

strengthen their leadership skills, which are highly relevant to 

their academic and professional development.

Students enjoying the drama workshop organised by the drama tutor. Students learning how to make patterns on the coffee in the Latte 
Art Workshop.
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Finding Career Aspirations - 
Career Development Internship Programme (CDIP)

Career Development Team, Student Affairs Office

The Student Affairs Office (SAO) organises the CDIP (Overseas & 

Greater China region) during the summer with over 200 students 

joining every year to enable students gain broad exposure and 

experience in different sectors of society and cultivate an open 

attitude towards cultural diversity.  Partner organisations come 

from a wide range of sectors such as business corporations, 

social services, government units/bodies, business/ trade 

associations, media and education-related services.  Student 

interns take part in job aspects ranging from administration, 

animal and wildlife conservation, chamber of commerce, 

education and environmental protection, event management, 

government bodies, marketing, marketing research, public 

relations, translation to NGO and so on. 

SAO colleagues review student learning and reflection through 

eportfolio on Mahara and feedback to their assignments in the 

middle of their placements.  In 2016, employers were highly 

satisfied with the performance of the interns and gave an 

average rating of 4.67 out of 5 marks in “Intern’s Overall Work 

Performance”.  In assessing the intern’s fulfilment of objectives, 

‘Cultivate with an open attitude towards cultural diversity and 

develop the ability to establish and maintain good working 

relations with individuals of different cultural background’ has 

been generally rated as the highest among all objectives.  For 

generic skills improvement, the top three skills that students 

generally perceived they improved most were ‘Communication 

Skills’ (4.25 out of 5), ‘Collaboration Thinking Skills’ and ‘Global 

Perspectives’ (both 4.20 out of 5).

Ms Chan Hoi-kiu (陳海翹同學), Graduate of 2016 of 
Bachelor of Education (Honours) (English Language), 
interned at the Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office, 
Sydney, Australia.
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The webpage of e-porfolio of Ms Leung Tik-wai (梁迪慧同學), Year 4 student of Bachelor 
of Arts (Honours) in Liberal Studies Education (Four-year Full-time), Disney, who was one 
of the interns at Wolfgang-Goethe University (Goethe) in Germany.

Developing Leadership Skills - Students’ Union (SU) Executive Committee

Mr Lee Kin Wai Marco（李鍵維同學）, Year 2 student of Bachelor of Education (Honours) (History); School Affairs Secretary

Open-mindedness, strong observantion and assertiveness are 

important attributes that leaders of tomorrow have to embrace. 

Being an SU Office-bearer is an avenue for me to polish my 

leadership attributes.

I have held the position of School Affairs Secretary in Executive 

Council of Students' Union (SUEC) since March 2017. During 

these months, I have attended meetings on different university 

issues. As a bridge between the University and student body, 

I have analysed and reflected on the views collected from 

related authorities for informed decision-making, which is 

better accepted by different stakeholders. The ultimate goal is 

to enhance the welfare of student body.

As an example, concern from students on the quota of second 

major was raised when I represented SUEC in the curriculum 

review of Bachelor of Education programme. The Chairman, 

Vice President (Academic), took note of the issue and extended 

the offer of second major courses to summer semester. 

I am certain that being an SU Office-bearer is one of the best 

decisions I have ever made in my university life.
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Ms Sam Chi Ah Sylvia（岑芷雅女士）, School Partnership and Field Experience Office

Serving Students Comprehensively - 
After-school Learning Support Scheme and Learning Experiences

The University actively involves its students in serving the 

underprivileged and pupils with special educational needs (SEN). 

Launched in 2011/12, with the support of the Education Bureau, an 

After-school Learning Support Scheme engaged students at the 

University as tutors to serve pupils with financial needs. In 2013/14, 

the scheme was launched with the Tai Po Association of Secondary 

School Heads to support SEN secondary school students in the Tai 

Po district. In 2015/16, the scheme was extended to cover schools 

Campus Life and Amenities Section, Student Affairs Office

Ethical Leaders - ICAC Ambassador Project

One of the ICAC Ambassadors reflected 

that: “taking part in the ICAC Ambassador 

Project is one of the best decisions made in 

my university life. The talks and training camp 

organised by ICAC has provided me with in-

depth knowledge on integrity and probity. 

Working with Louise of ICAC, Debby of SAO 

and fellow ICAC Ambassadors has sharpened 

my event organisation and interpersonal skills. My role as Chairman 

of the organising committee also opened an avenue for me to polish 

my personal and leadership qualities.”

Integrity Carnival organised by ICAC Ambassadors.

Integrity, justice, equity and ethical practices are important values 

and attributes that leaders of tomorrow have to embrace.  The 

Student Affairs Office has been collaborating with the Independent 

Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) for the ICAC Ambassador 

Programme in providing students with knowledge and skills to 

be effective and ethical leaders as well as taking ownership in 

promoting probity to their peers and the entire community.

In 2016/17, nine ICAC Ambassadors were selected. The students 

underwent a series of training before organising a three-day 

Integrity Carnival at Central Plaza to promote probity through 

interactive games.  Around 350 staff and students joined this event.

in the Shatin district. These schemes altogether, engaged 

1,300 EdUHK students as tutors, benefiting pupils in 120 

primary and secondary schools.




